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Sun glasses are the kind of spectacles used for protecting the eyes from harmful ultra violet rays of
the sun. A large number of people wear sunglasses, especially during the blistering summer
months, as several brands of sunglasses like Aislin, Arsenal, Cat, Fastrack, and Idee are readily
available in the market. The sunglasses come in different price ranges depending on the features
supported by them like tinted lenses, classic look and 400% UV protection. People who seek added
protection for their eyes can invest in some expensive branded sunglasses for men and women.

The renowned and costly sunglasses provide the elements of anti-fog and anti-scratch lens coating,
99% absorbed UV filter, light weight, trendy designs, and usable for both men and women. There
are some other branded sun cheaters that can be purchased for a low price, with the characteristics
of effective heat reflecting lenses, plastic cluster, and absorbent of scorching heat, aviator style, and
metal fitting rims with clean edges which attracts huge customers. There are some other branded
sun protecting spectacles which support the attributions of thick colored frames, monolithic designed
bridge and frames, and protection of UV rays.

The other brands of sunglasses which are available in economical prices are Opium, Provogue,
Passion, Scott, Tommy, Tommy Hilifiger, Touch, Vintage, Vittorio and Viva Sports. Some of the
acknowledged sun goggles are offering the elements of classic rimmed, finest quality UV-protected
glass and trendy colors. These designer sunglasses for men and women are in huge demand due
to its sophisticated looks, Italian design, guard the eyes from dirt and for the supportive ear handles.
A few of them also offer the wayfarer and aviator styles with the features of vintage inspired design,
plastic finished frames and lenses and UV rays protection technology.

For trendy women, a few well-known sun glasses offer a classic look, outfitted with plastic frame
and 400% UV protection, and are available with free case and cleaning cloth. While other branded,
stylish and yet affordable goggles can be used for making a unique style statement, simultaneously
averting eye contact with people, explaining detachment in an efficient way. The designer
sunglasses are considered as the foremost fashionable trends to make your appearance stylish and
beautiful. These glasses are also employed to hide some abnormality in the eyes such as bulging
eyes, blood shot eyes, jerky eyes, eyes with contracted, or dilated pupils.

So, what are you waiting for? Invest in one and secretly watch people admire you, behind those
rimmed goggles.
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